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Abstract
The investigation of tissue magnetic susceptibility and the resultant magnetic field offers a

new avenue for quantitative tissue characterisation by MRI. One crucial step in mining the

phase and field data for relevant tissue information is the correction of externally induced

field shifts. This article outlines a multistep approach comprising several methodologies for

background field removal. The virtues of B0 long-range variation detection and compensa-

tion of more localised external disturbances are unified in a sequential filter chain. The algo-

rithm is tested by means of a numerical Monte Carlo simulation model and applied to in vivo
measurements at 3T and 9.4T as well as to a fixed brain tissue measurement at 9.4T. Fur-

ther, a comparison to conventional filter types has been undertaken.

Introduction
The data acquired in MRI measurements are complex-valued and thus characterised by a real
and imaginary part, or, equivalently, by magnitude and phase. In most clinical applications,
however, only the magnitude information is used and the phase information is typically dis-
carded. Besides advanced imaging techniques that utilise phase for contrast enhancement or
contrast generation (such as MR angiography or flow imaging), the relation between phase and
the static magnetic field and its usefulness for the characterisation of pathology has attracted
increasing attention since the late nineties (e.g. [1, 2]). The potential of phase information is
only beginning to gain recognition in clinical research via applications such as susceptibility
weighted imaging (SWI, [3]) and more recently quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM,
[4]). Several strategies for the reconstruction of tissue magnetic susceptibility based on phase
data have been introduced recently (e.g. [4–9]). Both local phase and local magnetic suscepti-
bility distributions have been shown to exhibit excellent tissue contrast in the human brain
based on its microscopic structure (e.g. [10, 11]). Unfortunately, despite the remarkable quality
of the phase contrast induced by local structures, as reported at high field strengths (e.g. [6]),
macroscopic field distortions are roughly an order of magnitude stronger and hence prevent a
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direct inspection of phase information relevant to brain structure. These distortions originate
from a number of different sources. First, the static field (B0) is to some extent inhomogeneous
at the ppm level with a smooth, slowly varying behaviour. Furthermore, the intrinsic inhomo-
geneous magnetic susceptibility distributions in the human head and body as well as those
caused by the RF coil and the patient table generate medium to long range field distortions rele-
vant to in vivomeasurements. Additionally, in the head in the vicinity of air, bone and soft tis-
sue boundaries large susceptibility variations are encountered. These can induce large field
changes which cannot be fully removed by the commercially available shim systems ([12–14]
or [15], Chpt. 6).

In pursuit of the aim of investigating local phase and susceptibility contrast, the field distor-
tions originating from outside the volume-of-interest (VOI) need to be removed whilst pre-
serving local contrast. Background field removal (BFR) has been approached using numerous
strategies. Thus far, the most prominent examples are high-pass or Gaussian filters [16], poly-
nomial filters [5], filters utilising dipole or susceptibility distributions [17, 18] and, finally, fil-
ters based on the harmonic nature of background field distortions, such as SHARP [19, 20].
Whilst filters based on dipoles or susceptibility distributions are the optimal choice when fit-
ting field variations originating in the brain geometry and in local disturbances, such as blood
vessels or air-filled cavities, harmonic filters perform more accurately in removing smooth and
long-range field variations.

In an earlier work, the SPherical Harmonic INhomogeneity-suppresing eXpansion (SPHINX)
algorithm for the identification and eradication of harmonic field contributions was introduced
[21]. Here, we present a stepwise BFR algorithm addressing the various sources of distortions
one by one in separate, sequential steps [22–24] including SPHINX as one central filter compo-
nent. This algorithm, namedMUltistage BAckground FIeld REmoval (MUBAFIRE), is charac-
terised in detail. Due to the inclusion of complementary strategies, it is superior to existing,
standalone filters. These benefits are illustrated on simulated data and its applicability is tested
on data from investigations being carried out at our Institute on human scanners at fields of 3T
and 9.4T.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
The in vivomeasurements presented herein were performed on healthy volunteers; written
informed consent was obtained prior to the measurements. The 3T study as well as the 9.4T
measurement were performed in agreement with the Ethics Committee of the Medical Faculty
of the Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule Aachen (RWTH Aachen University,
University Hospital, Aachen, Germany). The trial was conducted according to the declaration
of Helsinki (6th revision, 2008). For the post mortem application, we used a fixed female brain
obtained from the brain donor programme of the Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf
(University of Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany) scanned in a custom-made cylindrical acrylic
glass container filled with formalin. All data were processed anonymously.

Theory
The phase, φ, of the MR signal observed in a gradient echo measurement reflects deviations of
the local field, b, in a voxel from the main field, B0. The phase accumulated over time after exci-
tation generally exhibits a linear relationship with the local field shift φ = γ � b � tTE. Non-linear
contributions will be ignored in the following. An unwrapping algorithm, such as PRELUDE
[25], can be used to correct for phase aliasing and a field map is generated from the phase infor-
mation utilising single or multiple echo acquisitions (e.g. [26]). Inhomogeneities of B0 (also
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present in the absence of the sample) and field distortions induced by sources outside the vol-
ume of interest (e.g. from the body to the brain) will be referred to as ‘field distortions’, bdist,
while field shifts due to the inner structure of the object of interest will be called ‘internal field’,
bint. Thus,

b ¼ bdist þ bint: ð1Þ

The removal of bdist can be facilitated by applying judiciously chosen filters as presented below.
Gaussian. The Gaussian Filter (GF) attempts this by convoluting b with a Gaussian kernel

with standard deviation, σ, of several voxels width. Having the effect of a high-pass filter, the
difference, bint = b − bdist � b − [b � exp(−r2/2σ2)], enhances the contribution from local varia-
tions with high spatial frequency (� symbolises three-dimensional convolution and r is the
radial distance). This is also known as homodyne filtering (see [27], p. 552 or [28]) in the con-
text of SWI post-processing (e.g. [5]). We use an explicit convolution with limited kernel size
that excludes non-mask voxels in the weighting process for each individual voxel to avoid edge
effects [29]. Gaussian filters aggressively reduce contrast as they do not take the origin of field
variations into account. This is unacceptable for quantitative purposes.

Polynomials. Although three-dimensional polynomials are a common fitting approach
for background fields, we will consider only the 1st order (constant and linear gradients).
Higher orders of the polynomial filter (POLF) do not, in general, follow a certain physical solu-
tion of the static field problem.

Dipole Filtering. Salomir et al. [30] as well as Marques and Bowtell [31] showed that dis-
tortions of the static magnetic field originating in susceptibility differences can be approxi-
mated by convoluting the underlying distribution of magnetic susceptibility, χ, with the field of
a magnetic dipole, d = (3 cos2 ϑ − 1)/(4π � r3) (where ϑ is the angle towards the direction of B0).
With this assumption, Eq (1) can be expressed as:

bdist ¼ B0 � ðw � dÞ ¼ B0 � ½ðwext � dÞ þ ðwint � dÞ� ð2Þ

(χint, χext � 1, and for the brain mask,m: wextð~r 2 mÞ ¼ 0 and wintð~r=2mÞ ¼ 0). De Rochefort
et al. [4] presented a minimisation-based reconstruction algorithm to determine the suscepti-
bility distribution based on the induced field shifts. With the same approach, an external sus-
ceptibility distribution, χext, responsible for the internal distortions, bdist, can be estimated
using a conjugate gradients solver as described in [32] applied to:

min
wext

kWmask½b� B0ðwext � dÞ�k2

2 þ lkWT � wk22; ð3Þ

(Wmask =m is the weighting matrix, restricting field evaluation to the brain mask;WT =m and
λ are the Tikhonov weighting matrix and regularisation parameter). The background field, bdist
� B0 � (χext�d), determined by this Dipole Filter (DIPF, also known in the literature as projec-
tion on dipole fields, PDF [18]), describes the field distortions on a physical basis. Nevertheless,
the exclusion of arbitrary externally induced shifts with this method would require the com-
puted volume to be large enough to contain all potential sources, leading to high demands on
computing time. There has been recent effort to improve the DIPF computing speed, e.g. by
reducing fold-in artefacts in finite volumes [33] or with closed-form solutions replacing the
iterative solver algorithms [34].

Spherical Harmonics. The novel SPHINX Filter [21] is based on the same physical con-
cept as B0 shimming (e.g. [35]) and utilises a basis built from spherical harmonics to describe
the field generated by outside sources, since these are solutions of the LAPLACE equation (e.g.
[36], p. 117ff). The real regular solid spherical harmonic (SSH) functions, vln = Nln � rl � Yln (for
an explanation see Appendix), are naturally orthonormal. Yet, for a non-spherical finite
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domain, such as a brain mask, their orthonormality is destroyed, so their discrete representa-
tion has to be orthonormalised using an iterative GRAM-SCHMIDT-based procedure as shown in
the Appendix, Eqs 9–11.

Projection onto the orthonormalised functions, û lm, allows for the formulation of an SSH-
approximated expansion of the static field:

bdist �
Xn

l¼1

Xl

m¼�l

clm � û lm: ð4Þ

The coefficients are determined by projecting the field, b, inside the brain mask onto û lm:
clm ¼ hbjû lmi. SPHINX is well suited to approximate smooth field variations with low har-
monic order, such as those due to imperfections of the magnet and shimming system. How-
ever, the computation of higher order, orthonormalised SSHs is very time consuming. The
filter is thus not suited for local perturbations.

Multistage Filtering. The novel MUBAFIRE filter chain combines the DIPF, SPHINX
and a low order POLF in a hybrid approach. Filters with different optimal domains of applica-
bility are combined such that the disadvantages of a given filter are, to a large extent, covered
by the advantages of other filtering steps. The workflow of MUBAFIRE is shown in Fig 1.
POLF is applied at 1st order (utilising polyfitn [37]) to correct for linear gradients and constant
shifts of the static magnetic field. Harmonic variations are addressed by SPHINX. In practice,
an order of four is employed for fitting. In particular, the correction with POLF and SPHINX
includes smooth field variations that are potentially missed by an isolated DIPF correction.
Remaining external sources of long- and short-range dipole fields are determined by the DIPF.
The corresponding pseudo-susceptibility distribution, χext, being located outside the volume of
interest (VOI), is estimated by minimisation as in Eq 3. The field generated by external sources
is then subtracted from the map produced by the previous step.

The first row of Fig 2 illustrates the conceptual shortcomings of standalone SPHINX and
DIPF and the benefit of uniting the individual filter advantages within MUBAFIRE. The sam-
ple field map is calculated by superimposing low order spherical harmonic fields with a dipole
convolution of the displayed numerical susceptibility phantom. SPHINX cannot correct for
local distortions. In turn, DIPF fails to entirely remove the harmonic inhomogeneity. Neglect-
ing minor edge effects, only MUBAFIRE is able to achieve a homogeneous correction.

Strong and very localised intrinsic field variations can be generated by blood vessels, small
cavities (especially air bubbles in the case of post mortem tissue) or erroneous phase/field values
that were not excluded during data preparation. Such outliers and their direct surroundings
tend to be assigned wrong phase information, caused by rapid field changes on the length scale
of a single voxel and by the inability of unwrapping algorithms to describe such effects. This is
illustrated in Fig 3. Since conventional QSM lacks appropriate modelling of such field distor-
tions, affected voxels become potential sources for artefacts as they can hardly be excluded dur-
ing susceptibility reconstruction. Hence, a local field filter, MUBAFIRE Local, was designed. It
consists of three additional substeps: thresholding, connecting/erosion and an additional DIPF

(see Fig 1, second row). The thresholding step creates a mask based on the field map, ~b, gener-
ated by the previous filtering steps and excludes field shifts larger than a certain expected

range,mx ¼ ðj~bj � xÞ. The threshold is manually chosen taking into account the nature of the

signal and the noise behaviour of the field map, such that only voxels containing erroneous
data that would otherwise hinder proper processing of the entire map are removed. Setting ξ to
a multiple of the standard deviation of the field map inside the mask,

x ¼ ns � s~b ; ð5Þ

MUBAFIRE—Compensating for B0 Distortions at Ultra-High Field
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Fig 1. Workflow of the MUBAFIRE algorithm. The raw data are corrected with respect to constant offsets and linear gradients. Then, SPHINX and finally
the DIPF are applied. The lower row shows the optional local distortion correction featured by MUBAFIRE Local: After thresholding, a local erosion filter is
applied, followed by a final DIPF correcting for local distortions (from [24]).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.g001

Fig 2. Background Filter Performance. Field shifts are calculated based on the numerical susceptibility phantoms (first column) by dipole convolution and
are falsified by artificial harmonic background inhomogeneities (second column). The top row shows a homogeneous phantom, the bottom row includes
strong susceptibility spikes. SPHINX, DIPF and MUBAFIRE (Local) are applied to the cases. Red arrows indicate artefacts.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.g002
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is a beneficial measure, as it reflects the width of the field distribution. Typical values of nσ
(defining the multiple of s~b to be used for thresholding) are in the range of 5 to 15.

A customised erosion operation is then used to connect standalone voxels inmξ, that do not
share a common surface, but are arranged as ‘diagonal neighbours’, such as the indexes [i, j, k]
and [i + 1, j + 1, k]. The algorithm will in this case additionally exclude [i + 1, j, k] and [i, j + 1,
k], to join the neighbours to one group. Typical six-neighbours erosion is applied thereafter.
These minimal erosion operations ensure that direct neighbours of threshold-masked voxels,
potentially containing disturbing field gradients, are excluded.

Finally, DIPF estimates a pseudo-susceptibility of the excluded areas and thus the field dis-
tortions generated thence. Ideally, the remnant field will be generated by the susceptibility dis-
tribution inside the corrected mask only. The benefit of MUBAFIRE Local is illustrated in the
lower row of Fig 2.

Fig 3. Intra-voxel field gradients. A simulated numerical phantom of a solid sphere with high susceptibility (top left) is resampled in complex domain by 1/4,
1/8 and 1/16 of the native resolution. The field is determined from the phase of the resampled complex signal by unwrapping. Differences higher than 5%
between true and calculated field are indicated red. Especially near objects with an extent of only few voxels, but of high susceptibility contrast, phase
gradients are strong and lead to incorrect field estimates (right column).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.g003
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Simulation
A realistic simulation must include long range harmonic variations of the static magnetic field,
such as those that can be partly corrected by shimming, as well as field shifts induced by sus-
ceptibility interfaces at the surface of the observed object and by local (internal) susceptibility
contrast. We present a Monte Carlo simulation in which we cover a range of external and inter-
nal sources of field distortions to assess performance and accuracy of the presented method.

The field distortion induced by an arbitrary susceptibility distribution, bsus, can be approxi-
mated by a dipole convolution as in Eq 2 [30, 31]. The underlying static field, B0, is split into a
constant component and a spatially varying part, B0 ! B0(r) = Bbase + binh(r), including long-
range inhomogeneities. Inserting this into Eq 2 results in the expression:

bsusðrÞ ≔ BtrueðrÞ � Bbase

¼ ½Bbase þ binhðrÞ� � ðd � wÞðrÞ þ binhðrÞ;
ð6Þ

where the left hand side stands for the simulated field shift (corresponding to the observable
shift).

Varying long-range inhomogeneities, binh, are simulated by generating SSH functions (see
Appendix) with randomised coefficients and polarity. The magnitude of these shifts is
restricted to ±400 Hz. The T�

2 distribution of a post mortem brain, measured with a gradient-
echo multiple echo sequence, serves as a template for a susceptibility distribution χstat, using
values in a range of −9±0.2 ppm. Brain segmentation is performed on the same data, generating
a brain mask,m, and roughly separating brain tissue from blood vessels and from parts of the
ventricular system. For the blood vessels, χstat is set to −7.9 ppm whilst the average value of
−9 ppm is assigned to the ventricles. The brain exterior is set to χext = −6 ppm, generating
long-range field distortions due to the anatomical form of the brain. The observed internal
field is diversified by adding a random susceptibility map, χvar to χstat, featuring continuous
areas and susceptibility surfaces. The randomisation range is ±0.2 ppm and ensures that the
internal contrast varies throughout the samples. Furthermore, some areas of positive suscepti-
bility are added to χvar on the outside of the mask, representing air cavities with distorting effect
on the observed internal field.

The simulated susceptibility distribution, χ = χstat + χvar, and the distorted field, binh, are
inserted into Eq 6. Selecting a base field strength of Bbase = 9.4T and adding Gaussian noise,
bσ(r) with σ = 0.3 Hz yields the observed field:

bobsðrÞ ¼ ½Bbase þ binhðrÞ� � d � ½wstatðrÞ þ wvarðrÞ�ð Þ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

bintðrÞ

þ binhðrÞ þ bsðrÞ : ð7Þ

An image matrix of 138 × 162 × 106 is simulated and the brain size is kept well below the
volume size to reduce aliasing and numerical edge artefacts in the DIPF correction.

For SPHINX, DIPF and MUBAFIRE a parameter analysis is performed using the described
simulation scheme with 10 different configurations of binh and χvar.

The simulated field is finally analysed by all BFR algorithms introduced above. A set of 50
samples ensures that the outcome is statistically representative. The simulation procedure is
described schematically in Fig 4. As a reference, an internal field map, bint(r), is calculated by

evaluating only the convolution term in Eq 7 while setting wext ¼ wðrÞ(the average internal sus-
ceptibility value) in the exterior. This map represents the (internal) local field contrast.

MUBAFIRE—Compensating for B0 Distortions at Ultra-High Field
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MRMeasurements
Measurements were performed a) on a 3T Tim Trio scanner and b) and c) on a 9.4T human
MR scanner (both: Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). In case a), a twelve-channel
phased array coil was used to scan ten healthy volunteers. A standard 3D gradient echo
sequence with slab-selective excitation was employed. Sequence parameters included: TR = 51
ms, TE = [2.58, 6.57, 10.53, 14.52, 18.48, 22.47, 26.43, 30.42, 34.38, 38.37, 42.33, 46.32] ms, α =
8°, 1 average, BW = 260 Hz/Px, 1 mm isotropic resolution with an imaging matrix of 156 × 192
× 128 (transverse slicing). The entire brain was covered by the FOV. A brain mask was gener-
ated with bet2 [38]. In case b), an eight-channel coil was used in single-channel transmit and
eight-channel receive mode to measure the fixed brain. In order to maximise the accuracy and
spatial consistency of the phase data only the channel with highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
was used for further analysis. A slab-selective 3D gradient echo sequence was employed.
Sequence parameters included: TR = 63 ms, TE = 16.38 ms, α = 25° (nominal), 12 averages,
BW = 40 Hz/Px and an image matrix of 480 × 512 × 160 (sagittal slicing) at 240 μm isotropic
resolution. Parts of the central brain, the brain stem and the cerebellum were covered by the
measurement. A VOI (175 × 285 × 111 voxels) with high receive sensitivity was chosen for fur-
ther analysis.

The ultra-high field in vivomeasurement c) includes a standard gradient echo, multiple echo
sequence using TR = 38 ms, TE = [3.93, 9.68, 15.43, 21.18, 26.93]ms (only the first three echoes
were used), α = 48° (nominal), 1 average, BW = 235 Hz/Px and matrix size 308 × 448 × 80 at 0.5
mm isotropic resolution. The data of two different transmit configurations were joined by com-
bining the receive channels, normalised to the first echo, in each measurement and applying
magnitude-weighted averaging of the field maps acquired from both measurements.

At the beginning of each measurement, 3D shimming was performed with the manufac-
turer-supplied procedure used iteratively (4–8 times) until the full width half maximum
(FWHM) of the signal from the whole head converged. The shim values were applied to all
subsequent scans.

Fig 4. Simulation scheme. A gradient echo measurement is used to estimate a T�
2 map. Using the T�

2 anatomy and rescaling the values to an appropriate
range, a susceptibility distribution is generated. Random susceptibility structures are added and dipole convolution generates the susceptibility-induced field
map and a local reference. External disturbances are introduced as randomised spherical harmonic functions and noise is added. After BFR correction the
results are compared to the reference field.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.g004
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Parameters and Evaluation
Phase data are unwrapped using either PRELUDE [25] or an in-house method called URSULA
[39], respectively. In case a) and c) field maps are calculated by linear regression of the
unwrapped phase, whilst the single-echo case b) requires only division by the echo time.

The experimental data are corrected with GF, SPHINX, DIPF, MUBAFIRE and MUBAFIRE
Local. All presented algorithms were implemented in Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., Natick,
USA). The parametrisation for GF is heuristically chosen, but defined in comparable dimen-
sioning with respect to the brain size for the simulation and the in vivo study: σ = 4 is used for
the synthetic data, while in a) σ = 6 and in b) and c) σ = 8. DIPF is applied with zero padding of
1/8 of the full resolution, λ = 500 and 50 iterations. This includes its application in MUBAFIRE
and MUBAFIRE Local. The SPHINX correction is applied at an order of 10 standalone, and at
an order of 4 within MUBAFIRE. Thresholding within MUBAFIRE Local is performed with nσ
= 8 for the study a) and measurement b), while nσ = 14 is used for c).

In the parameter optimisation, standalone SPHINX is applied with 1st> to 15th order, DIPF
is applied with 5, 10, 20, . . ., 200 iterations. In the context of MUBAFIRE, SPHINX is applied
with 1st to 10th order, DIPF is parametrised as before. The simulation does not produce voxels
exceeding measurement range or giving erroneous information. Consequently, MUBAFIRE
Local is only applied on measured data, but not on the synthetic data. The simulation BFR
results are evaluated by calculating the L1-norm of the difference between the BFR results and
the mean-corrected reference (true) field, bint, inside the brain mask:

L1ðDbÞ ¼
1

nvoxels

�
X

8r2m ½bcorrðrÞ � brefðrÞ�;
where : bref ¼ bint � bint;

ð8Þ

and bint is the average of bint inside the brain mask. Furthermore, the histograms and the stan-
dard deviation of the field distributions inside the brain mask are compared and visual inspec-
tion of the image contrast is performed.

All measurements are evaluated by comparing the standard deviation and visual contrast of
the corrected maps. This approach is suggested by the results of the simulation (see below).

Results
The parameter optimisation is illustrated in Fig 5, showing the normalised result error for
SPHINX with increasing harmonic order, as well as for DIPF with increasing iteration count.
With SPHINX, the error decreases continuously, even at orders higher than ten. The curve of
DIPF starts with a steep descent and the improvements for orders higher than 25 become more
and more marginal. The normalised error and computing time shown on the right hand side of
Fig 5 describe the behaviour within MUBAFIRE for different parameter sets, always including
an initial linear correction. Choosing order 4 in SPHINX and 50 iterations in DIPF offers a
good compromise between result error and computing time demands.

In Table 1 the results of all BFR algorithms applied to the Monte Carlo simulation are illus-
trated. The table includes the L1-norm of the difference between corrected and reference field
averaged over all simulation samples. Further, the standard deviation of this value is reported.
Whilst GF shows a large deviation from the reference, DIPF performs distinctly better. Stand-
alone SPHINX generates high standard deviation and error level. MUBAFIRE substantially
outperforms DIPF in terms of accuracy, reducing the difference norm by almost 50%. For
DIPF and MUBAFIRE, the standard deviation of the statistics remains below 7% of the average
value. Further, the average of all standard deviation values of the corrected field maps through-
out the simulation samples is shown, as well as its variation (standard deviation). The GF
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exhibits a more than two times higher average standard deviation than the reference, while
DIPF only deviates by about 50%. The closest match is achieved by MUBAFIRE with 6%
underestimation. The values vary little throughout the samples, leading to σn � 10% for GF, σn
< 4% for DIPF and for MUBAFIRE even σn � 3%. Besides sample slices, Fig 6 shows the
cumulated view of the histograms from all cases corrected with MUBAFIRE and DIPF in rela-
tion to the reference field histogram. Although the histograms differ only slightly, MUBAFIRE
shows a higher similarity to the reference than DIPF, the latter exhibiting slight shifts towards
the positive frequency range. A plot of the standard deviation and the L1-norm of GF,
SPHINX, DIPF and MUBAFIRE results shows a correlation between both measures.

Fig 7 illustrates non-coregistered, central sagittal views of the field map for five representa-
tive cases of the 3T measurement series. The DIPF, MUBAFIRE and MUBAFIRE Local correc-
tions are shown as well as histograms with the corresponding field distribution. In all cases
MUBAFIRE shows a higher and narrower distribution than DIPF; MUBAFIRE Local indicates
even more improvements. Local contrast—as determined visually—is preserved between these
algorithms, yet DIPF shows slight over- and underestimations in the mask centre. In Fig 8 the
histograms for all cases are plotted in cumulated view and a mean histogram illustrates the
average and standard deviation of the field distributions for the algorithms. The average con-
firms the observations of the individual cases. Table 2 contains the numerical results of all
cases and indicates the same decrease in the standard deviation from DIPF to MUBAFIRE and

Fig 5. Parameter Optimisation. From left to right, the resulting error for standalone SPHINX, DIPF and MUBAFIRE are shown for a range of
parameterisations. The rightmost graph illustrates the required computing time for MUBAFIRE.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.g005

Table 1. Results of BFR on Monte Carlo Simulation.

Correction Results for Monte Carlo Simulation (n = 50)

GF SPHINX DIPF MUBAFIRE Reference

meann[L1(Δb)] 7.86 11.55 4.32 2.29 (0.0)

±σn[L1(Δb)] 0.67 0.66 0.16 0.14 (0.0)

meann[σ(b)] 15.19 21.71 9.34 5.86 6.25

±σn[σ(b)] 1.30 1.37 0.33 0.14 0.14

Units are Hz. The rows show mean and standard deviation of the L1-norm determined over n = 50 simulations. Further the mean (over n) standard

deviation and its standard deviation are evaluated.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.t001
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finally to MUBAFIRE Local. In contrast to the simulation, the GF shows a lower standard devi-
ation than DIPF for several cases and in the average.

For the 9.4T measurements b) and c), representative slices were chosen and plotted for each
individual BFR algorithm, separately. This is shown in Figs 9 and 10. A magnified view of the
raw field map and the MUBAFIRE Local correction for the in vivo case is illustrated in Fig 11.
A histogram is plotted for each experiment, describing the field distribution inside the brain
mask. For the post mortem brain measurement, GF shows the highest peak followed by MUBA-
FIRE Local. For the in vivomeasurement, MUBAFIRE Local shows the narrowest field distri-
bution. Mean and standard deviation are lower for MUBAFIRE in comparison to the DIPF
(see Table 3). This observation is in good agreement with the simulation results.

The benefit of the MUBAFIRE Local filter at 9.4T is outlined in line plots (Figs 9 and 10).
The line plot in Fig 9 shows a strong spike. Judging from the image, the responsible structure
appears to be a dipole-like distortion, most likely due to the presence of an air bubble adjacent
to fixed brain tissue.

Fig 6. Results of the BFR applied to the numerical data. (a) showing from left to right three simulation samples and from top to bottom: raw simulation, GF,
DIPF, MUBAFIRE correction and the reference field, bref; (b) shows the difference between corrected fields and bref. The cumulated DIPF and MUBAFIRE
histograms of all 50 samples are shown in (c) in comparison to the reference. Finally, (d) shows correlation between L1-norm and standard deviation of GF,
SPHINX, DIPF and MUBAFIRE correction.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.g006

Fig 7. Measurement series at 3T. From top to bottom the field map, DIPF, MUBAFIRE and MUBAFIRE Local correction for five samples of the 3T study are
shown. The bottom row illustrates histograms of the field distribution for the correction algorithms in each sample.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.g007
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Discussion
The simulation results in Table 1 and Fig 6 demonstrate that the GF generates reduced contrast
and strong edge artefacts. These artefacts are also responsible for the high standard deviation
values observed for the GF that accompany the low visual contrast. Harmonic filtering with
SPHINX only moderately decreases the field inhomogeneity when applied standalone, reflect-
ing the fact that only long-range distortions can be filtered herewith.

More importantly, the simulation shows that MUBAFIRE performs more accurately than
DIPF. This is indicated by the significantly lower L1-norm, from the fact that the value of the
standard deviation approaches that of the reference field and from the features of the field dis-
tribution as reflected by the histograms. Compared to the histogram of the true field distribu-
tion, DIPF generates significant shifts and deviations whereas MUBAFIRE lies closer to the
true distribution with a slight overestimation around zero. Although the visual image contrast
(in the sample slices) seems to be preserved, inaccuracies of the DIPF appear as slight under-
and overestimations at mask rim and centre. These correspond to the observed histogram dis-
placement. The deviations appear distinctly improved in the MUBAFIRE slices.

The correlation plot indicates that relating the standard deviation of the correction result to
the accuracy seems a promising approach—a decreased standard deviation appears to suggest

Fig 8. Cumulated histograms of the measurement series. From left to right: Cumulated DIPF, MUBAFIRE and MUBAFIRE Local histograms of 3T in vivo
study—different shadings indicate the cases. The rightmost graph shows the average distribution of all cases, error bars indicate the standard deviation.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.g008

Table 2. Results of BFR on 3Tmeasurement series.

Correction results measurement series 3T

GF SPHINX DIPF MUBAFIRE M. Local

σ(bn) 2.96 3.77 2.37 1.63 1.22

cases 2.92 3.78 6.43 1.75 1.48

n = 1–10 3.04 4.32 2.90 1.53 1.25

. . . 2.70 3.66 3.18 1.60 1.33

2.87 4.18 4.45 1.50 1.22

2.94 4.74 4.22 1.62 1.25

3.11 3.85 1.95 1.57 1.28

3.19 4.12 2.50 1.76 1.43

2.86 3.88 5.60 1.75 1.26

2.94 3.65 3.62 1.85 1.51

meann(σ(bn)) 2.95 4.00 3.72 1.66 1.32

±σn(σ(bn)) 0.14 0.35 1.46 0.12 0.11

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.t002
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Fig 9. Results of the BFR algorithms applied onmeasurement b) (post mortem at 9.4T). (a) shows a frontal sample slice of the VOI, from left to right:
raw, GF, SPHINX, DIPF, MUBAFIRE, MUBAFIRE Local; yellow arrows indicate differences; (b) histogram comparison; (c i-ii) position of the line plot in
MUBAFIRE (c i) and MUBAFIRE Local (c ii) corrected slice; (d) line plot.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.g009

Fig 10. Measurement c): in vivo BFR results at 9.4T. (a) shows orthogonal sample slices, from left to right: raw, GF, SPHINX, DIPF, MUBAFIRE,
MUBAFIRE Local; (b) histogram overview; (c) shows position of the line plot in the MUBAFIRE Local correction and (d) the according line plot comparing
MUBAFIRE and MUBAFIRE Local in magnified view.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.g010
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a higher fit accuracy for the algorithms under investigation. Since the decrease can also be
caused by loss in contrast, as for central regions of the GF result, this measure must be treated
with care, and should include visual inspection of the corrected data.

The error in the parameter optimisation, illustrated in Fig 5, is relatively high. Yet, one has
to consider that the L1-norm is calculated from the raw results, including potential constant
offsets between ground truth and correction. The results imply that MUBAFIRE is not only
more precise than applying common DIPF, even up to a high order, but also more time effi-
cient. The accuracy of standalone SPHINX can be significantly increased by using higher har-
monic orders but, when combined within MUBAFIRE, lower orders and iteration counts
suffice for high result accuracy and demand only moderate computing time. For high spherical
harmonic orders, lower DIPF iteration counts lead to the highest result precision. This is most
likely due to over-compensation effects of the DIPF.

The numerical results of the in vivo study reflect the simulation results regarding the behav-
iour of the standard deviation of DIPF and MUBAFIRE. The visual results indicate that, as
observed in the simulation, standalone DIPF tends to generate slight under- or overestimation
in central FOV regions, while MUBAFIRE produces a more homogeneous outcome under
preservation of the image contrast. Besides demonstrating the benefit of MUBAFIRE, in

Fig 11. Spatial view of BFR on 9.4T in vivomeasurement. Actual field map (left) and MUBAFIRE Local corrected field (right) recorded and computed from
the 9.4T in vivomeasurement. In the middle, long-range distortions (MUBAFIRE) and local distortions (MUBAFIRE Local) are visualised.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.g011

Table 3. Results of BFR on 9.4Tmeasurements.

Correction results for cerebellum at 9.4T

GF SPHINX DIPF MUBAFIRE M. Local

mean(b) 0.0185 -0.0154 0.0963 0.0337 0.0737

σ(b) 5.7816 6.8894 6.4352 6.3977 4.6326

Correction results for 9.4T in vivo measurement

GF SPHINX DIPF MUBAFIRE M. Local

mean(b) 0.0537 -0.0133 -0.2305 0.0185 0.1112

σ(b) 13.2919 16.9396 9.4057 8.9163 8.8527

Units are Hz. The mean field and standard deviation of the corrected field from the measurements are shown.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138325.t003
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particular the visual results show the advantages of additionally running MUBAFIRE Local in
the removal of local perturbation that exceed the normal contrast range and the correction of
their influences on surrounding regions. Interestingly, several cases and even the average over
all cases show a standard deviation for GF that is lower than for the DIPF. Hence, either GF
leads to better or DIPF to less accurate results than in the simulation. The reason for this is not
evident, but might originate in the masking process. However, this has no impact on the posi-
tive results for MUBAFIRE.

The sample slices for the measurements b) and c) illustrate the characteristics of the algo-
rithms under differing conditions. As expected, GF produces significant artefacts at the mask
edges. The low standard deviation, compared to the other filters, originates in the poor contrast
and the lower volume fraction occupied by the edge artefacts in comparison to the simulation.
The filter has little physical basis and cannot distinguish between long to medium size field dis-
tortions induced by outside sources and contrast originating from inside the VOI on a
medium-size scale. The standalone SPHINX results in significantly higher image contrast com-
pared to GF, even though no local distortions are considered. DIPF and MUBAFIRE (Local)
visually show the greatest richness in overall contrast. The standard deviation of the corrected
field confirms these observations—The lower standard deviation of MUBAFIRE and the pre-
served visual contrast indicate that the filter performs more accurately than DIPF.

The standard deviation for MUBAFIRE Local is in the same range as for MUBAFIRE in
measurement c), but not in b), where it becomes significantly smaller. The most probable rea-
son for this lies in the existence of small air bubbles in post mortem tissue which create a strong
field disturbance and are successfully removed by MUBAFIRE Local. Their effect is also
expected to be stronger at 9.4T than at 3T. The line plot of case b) (Fig 9) illustrates that
MUBAFIRE Local triggers significant improvement of these local distortions, while keeping
the structural profile of the field unchanged. Also, in measurement c), it is possible to compen-
sate for local, potentially noise-related distortions (Fig 10).

The local correction involves a removal of voxels by thresholding and erosion and can occa-
sionally render the representation of small anatomical structures incomplete. Nevertheless, the
excluded voxels do not contain representative data, e.g. because their field values are falsified
by intra-voxel gradients. This makes the MUBAFIRE Local step greatly profitable.

Since the DIPF correction is generally considered the gold standard for BFR and is based on
sound physical principles, the superior performance of MUBAFIRE versus DIPF deserves fur-
ther attention. Theoretically, the DIPF filter is able to remove long-range harmonic distortions.
However, the superposition of dipole fields is not the appropriate description of a field gener-
ated by sources which are not included in the reconstruction FOV. In practice, the method suf-
fers from insufficient volume size, a finite iteration count and it lacks a minimisation strategy
optimised for distant sources of field shifts. In our experience, the performance of DIPF
improves with increasing iteration count and for extensive zero padding (several multiples of
the object size to be analysed). The associated computation demands are high and can be
avoided by a problem-adapted technique such as MUBAFIRE. In other words, the SPHINX
correction in MUBAFIRE simply provides an appropriate basis to describe fields produced by
sources outside the FOV.

Of course, this technique still has limitations—high harmonic orders cannot be included in
a time-efficient implementation. Hence, besides numerical errors in the DIPF, external sources
that are expressed in high order harmonic characteristics cannot be removed completely. Nev-
ertheless, the standalone filters suffer from similar problems. Thus, MUBAFIRE appears supe-
rior regarding the better correction results attained.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, we have introduced a novel BFR algorithm, MUBAFIRE, which offers a robust
means to correct field maps for arbitrary background shifts. Its performance was evaluated
based on numerical simulations. Also, the parameterisation of the algorithm was optimised in
the context of this simulation. Using the visible contrast and the field standard deviation as
indicators, it was found that MUBAFIRE performs more accurately than DIPF in the presented
scenarios. The observations were successfully validated in the context of an in vivo study on ten
volunteers. Analysis of 9.4T measurement data supports these results. The standard deviation
of the calculated field distribution is smaller and the contrast is preserved when MUBAFIRE is
used. Externally and internally induced shifts can be addressed as well as static field variations
(see Fig 11). Especially at ultra-high field strengths, such as 9.4T, field shifts induced by small
vessels, air cavities or other material may exceed the field range that can be accurately mea-
sured given the experimental parameters or generate intra-voxel field gradients. MUBAFIRE
Local provides an adequate way to remove such erroneous field values from the data and to
compensate for their influences on the entire map.

While relying solely on physically meaningful models for background field correction,
MUBAFIRE (Local) produces field maps of great local detail—such as the clearly delineated
cerebellar cortex in measurement b) or the contrast inside the basal ganglia in case c). The algo-
rithm is geared to the needs of studies investigating phase contrast and field information, but
the final aim is to apply it to quantitative magnetic susceptibility mapping. The latter applica-
tion strongly benefits from the use of physically correct maps of the local magnetic field pro-
duced by tissue such as those that MUBAFIRE can provide. Investigation of the algorithm in a
susceptibility reconstruction framework is our next objective.

Appendix
The real regular solid spherical harmonics can be expressed as vlmð~rÞ ¼ Nlm � rl � Ylmðy; �Þ,
where r = (r, θ, ϕ) are the spherical coordinates, l represents the order andm 2 N is confined
to:m 2 [−l, . . ., −1, 0, 1, . . ., l]. Further, Ylm(θ, ϕ) are the simple spherical harmonic functions
in spherical notation (see [36]).

The orthonormalised SSHs are defined as follows:

û00 ¼
v00

jv00j
; ð9Þ

û lm ¼ vlm �Pl�1

j¼0

Pj
k¼�jhû jkjvlmi � û jk

�Pm
k¼�lhû lkjvlmi � û lk:

ð10Þ

The modified SSHs, û lm, fulfill:

hû lmjûnoi ¼ dlndmo; ð11Þ
where hji is the internal (voxelwise) product and δij represents the KRONECKER delta symbol.
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